
With Christ at the centre, we live, love and 
learn together, reaching out to all. 

WELCOME 

to Holy Family Catholic Primary School

KS2 SATs Meeting 



What are the SATs? Te

● SATs are the Standardised Assessment Tests that are given to 

children at the end of Key Stage 2. 

● The SATs take place over four days, starting on Monday 13th May 

ending on Thursday 16th May., ta

The SATs papers consist of:
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• Spelling, punctuation and grammar (paper 1: Grammar/ 

Punctuation/ Spelling) 

• Spelling, punctuation and grammar (paper 2: Spelling test

• Reading Paper

• Maths (paper 1: Arithmetic)  

• Maths (paper 2: Reasoning) 

• Maths (paper 3: Reasoning)

● Writing is assessed using evidence collected throughout Year 6. There is no Year 6 

SATs writing test. 
.
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● Each test lasts no longer than 60 minutes: 

○ Spelling, punctuation and grammar (paper 1: Grammar/ 

Punctuation) – 45 minutes

○ Spelling, punctuation and grammar (paper 2: Spelling) – 15 

minutes

○ Reading – 60 minutes 

○ Maths (paper 1: Arithmetic) – 30 minutes

○ Maths (paper 2: Reasoning) – 40 minutes

○ Maths (paper 3: Reasoning) – 40 minutes
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Tests are marked externally. Once marked, the tests will be given the 

following scores:

● A raw score (total number of marks achieved for each paper);

● A scaled score (see next slide);

● A judgement on if the National Standard has been met. 

After marking each test, the external marker will convert the raw score to a 

scaled score. Even though the tests are made to the same standard each 

year, the questions must be different. This means the difficulty of the tests 

may vary. Scaled scores ensures an accurate comparison of performance 

over time.

Scaled scores range from 80 to 120. 

A scaled score of 100 or more shows the pupil is meeting the National 

Standard. 
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● The tests take place during normal school hours, under exam 

conditions. 

● Children are not allowed to talk to each other from the moment the 

assessments are handed out until they are collected at the end of 

the test.

● After the tests are completed, the papers are sent away to be 

marked externally. 

● The results are then sent to the school in July. 
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There is one reading test that lasts
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The reading SATs paper requires a range of answer styles.

Example questions:
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Example questions:

Based on text 2: Fact Sheet: About 

Bumblebees
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Example questions:

Based on text 3: Music Box
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Paper 2 is a shorter paper that focuses solely on spellings. 

Example questions:  
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The maths assessments consist of three tests.

● Paper 1: Arithmetic (30 minutes

The maths arithmetic paper has a total of 40 marks. 

The test covers the four operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division) 

percentages of amounts and calculating with decimals and fractions. 

● Paper 2: Reasoning (40 minutes)

● Paper 3: Reasoning (40 minutes) 





MMaths Papers 2 and 3 (Reasoning)athsPapers 2 and 3 (Reasoning)

These tests have a total of 35 marks each.  

These papers require children to demonstrate their mathematical knowledge and skills, 

as well as their ability to solve problems and their mathematical reasoning. They cover 

a wide range of mathematical topics from key stage 2 including,

● Number and place value (including Roman numerals);

● The four operations;

● Geometry (properties of shape, position and direction);

● Statistics;

● Measurement (length, perimeter, mass, volume, time, money);

● Algebra;

● Ratio and proportion;

● Fractions, decimals and percentages. 
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• First and foremost, support and reassure your child that there is nothing to worry 
about and they should always just try their best. Praise and encourage!

• Reading, spelling and arithmetic are always good to practise.

• Your child can use Reading Plus, SATs Companion and Time Table Rockstars to help 
them.

• Talk to your child about what they have learnt at school and what book(s) they are 
reading (the character, the plot, their opinion). Get them to teach you!

• Make sure they are attending SATs club every week and complete CGP books

• Ensure your child has the best possible attendance and punctuality at school. 
Children complete ‘Revisit’ activities at 8:45am. 

• Make sure your child has a good sleep and healthy breakfast every morning!



Week beginning 6th May for two weeks 



Thank you for reading this information
We hope you have found it useful!
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